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ABSTRACT

This paper discussed the development of multi-maker augmented reality for learning Jawi in order to complement the formal study in school. We conducted an experiment with N=10 participants from Pusat Minda Lestari, UMS age 5 and 6 years old, to study the effectiveness of learning Jawi using the developed mobile augmented reality application. We prepared a test environment comprising an electroencephalography (EEG) system and mobile augmented reality (AR) application for analysis and testing. Results found that the learn ability of the students was improved after they used the mobile application to learn basic Jawi. The methodology used was ADDIE model, which included the analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluate phases. This project is an innovation in learning Jawi and hopefully can increase the children’s interest in learning Jawi.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Augmented reality (AR) offers us with so many opportunities for teaching and learning. AR allows us to interact with the physical world around us [1] while the understanding is enhanced [2] through the addition of digital content that is overlayed on that physical world. This additional content included information that is helpful for an extended experience in learning [3], such as video and directional guidance. A Jawi script is one of the world’s oldest scripting [4]. Though, Jawi scripting has getting unrecognized by the younger generations [5]. Nevertheless, reading Jawi script is still important and relevant as the skill is required when reading al-Qur’an, learning Arabic languages and other Islamic subjects in Malaysian school. The application of AR could attract students to learn Jawi alphabets using mobile phone, anywhere, anytime.

Jawi script is considered as the heritage of the Malay people and therefore preserving and maintaining the script is essential because it shapes of the Malays cultural heritage and their identity. Jawi scripting system has played a vital role not only as a medium to spread the Islamic teaching but also the advancement of the cultural and language [6]. Towards the end of 20th century, Jawi script slowly has faded away as it is increasingly replaced by Rumi (Roman alphabets). The usage of Rumi in the education system causing the younger Malay generations is no longer able to read Jawi script fluently.

Nevertheless, Jawi script is still used as the medium for teaching and learning of Islamic studies, a compulsory subject in Malaysia school for the Malays. The limited allocation of time to learn and practice Jawi writing in school is causing students hard to master writing and reading in Jawi [7]. Besides that, student’s incompetence in the context of issues refers to the basic skills of reading, writing and spelling Jawi.
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There are spelling errors in Jawi writing among students dictated from the misuse of proper Jawi spelling, letters, sentences, and spelling laws [8]. Though, Jawi writing system has no longer widely used as a medium of writing in Malaysia. As a result, the ability of Malaysian students to master in Jawi reading and writing skills is reported as not satisfying. Soon, the younger generation will ignore this Malay heritage. According to [9] research stated that in order to master Jawi writing is not simply easy like other language writing skills. It requires cognitive and psychomotor abilities, competence and progress of perfect senses to forming and produce the Jawi shapes besides requires coordination of eye and brain [10]. This is because Jawi writing is an art that need to be taught by correct ways and technique from the beginning. Furthermore, student’s that weak in Jawi stemmed by their socio-economic factor. The current generation of students prefers more interactive ways in learning as the development of software apps for mobile devices becoming quite famous especially in recent years [11], [12]. Jawi writing is very important in Islamic education system. Jawi has been used by Islamic education teachers in primary and secondary school. Unfortunately, there is lack of interest among the school children to learn Jawi and many of them nowadays are unable to read and write in Jawi [13]. In order to gain interest in learning Jawi, an interactive and interesting application [14] should be develop so that it can attract them to learn Jawi. Thus, a mobile application for learning Jawi will be develop as an alternative learning tool. This application is built to motivate the students to learn and improve their knowledge about Jawi as well as read the correct pronunciations of each Jawi alphabet. This application also provides module showing how to connect each alphabet and shows the user how to read sentences in Jawi.

One of the significant developing technologies for visualization purpose is AR which can be applied to computers, tablets and smartphones. AR affords the ability to overlay images, text, video and audio components onto existing images or space [6]. There are many applications been developed in order to improve educational learning that applies AR functions that used to attract younger generations [15]. Augmented reality has the potential to improve the new method of education medium [16] including learning Jawi script. Therefore, augmented reality allows educator to “re-conceptualize” of how they view learning and “re-think” what they should teach by engaging technology [17] to view aspects of the real world in different way [18]. In education, AR has the potential to make ubiquitous learning a reality [19], allowing learners to gain immediate access to a wide range of information from various sources [20]. Research in conceptual learning in immersive augmented scene has recently seen a great progress. AR technology can be utilized through a variety of mediums including desktops, mobile devices and smartphones. The technology is portable and adaptable to a variety of scenarios. When using AR outside of classroom, teachers and students are able to use this as a tool for physical activity [21].

“Augmented Reality for Learning Jawi” is an enhancement from existing learning method. Most of the existing learning methods were using traditional methods such as books and CDs. This application was developed with an additional gamification module for user besides the combination of the 2D, 3D animation and audio. When the student scan at the alphabet marker on the flash card, the 3D graphic of the relevant animal and its Jawi alphabet will popped-out. The students able to interact with the 3D object and shown the video on the correct way to write Jawi alphabets.

2. METHODOLOGY

This project is using an “ADDIE methodology” in developing the application. The reason of using this method is because it can be used to develop this interactive application. It consists of step by step of what [18] will be done throughout the development of the application. “ADDIE Methodology” have five phase consists of analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation. Figure 1 shows the ADDIE model that consists of analysis, design, development, implement and evaluate phases.

2.1. Analysis

In this phase, research was done to identify the goals, purpose, objective, audience, identify content and instruct the strategies. After the analysis has been done, the goal has been set to develop a new way of learning Jawi by using multi-marker augmented reality which will include 2D, 3D animation and audio in order to attract user’s interest. The multi-marker technique is used to combine two different markers to display the combined Jawi alphabets. The content of “Augmented Reality for Jawi Alphabets” are based on revision and research with the other learning Jawi with common and traditional method of learning using book and CD. The target audience for this project is kid age of five to nine. The scope of the mobile application covers several modules; learn how to recognize the Jawi alphabets, learn how to pronounce it correctly, learn how to combine two Jawi alphabets together and quizzes with gamification element.

2.2. Design

After completing the analysis phase, the developer identified the possible task need to be done while develop the application. Developer did the overall analysis about the planning and project flow. In this phase,
drafts of the interface design and the mobile application environment were focused on the school children that suit the children where it should be more attractive and interactive. The font size and the buttons must be easy for the user to read and use. The design must be user friendly. It must consider several aspects that related to Jawi learning such as the matching of Jawi alphabets with the ABC alphabets, so that the user knows how to convert Jawi alphabets into ABC alphabets and vice versa. Figure 2 shows the example of matching of Jawi alphabets with the ABC alphabets.
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### 2.3. Development

In this phase, the developer starts to build the product based on the first two phase. Here developer starts making a 3D alphabet in 3D software. This based on the content that has been sketch on design phase. The developer needed to complete at least 80% complete prototype to ensure the project are working as time required and needed. In this phase, all the problems must be solved, and the prototype can be used as final product.

### 2.4. Implementation

All the interfaces are put into action, integrated with the AR and gamification modules based on the requirements needed. The integration of multi-marker for Jawi alphabets was done in the Unity3D software using C# programming and Vuforia.

### 2.5. Evaluation

During this phase, the completed product was tested by the school children from Pusat Minda Lestari Kindergarten. The product is being measured on how well it achieved its goals using the EEG.

### 3. MOBILE AUGMENTED REALITY FOR LEARNING JAWI

Jawi AR consists of three main modules: Learning Jawi, quizzes using gamification concept and AR module. The modules provided in the mobile applications are as in Figure 3. Some interfaces of the Jawi AR mobile applications are shown in Figure 4.

### 3.1. Marker design

AR requires marker detector to mark the Jawi flashcards and display the 3D Jawi alphabets. In order to ensure good performance of the marker detector perform best when used on rich and highly textured images. Having bold line or block design caused image will have less recognizable local regions, therefore detection will have affected poor performance. In development of this application, the marker images were designed and stored in Vuforia database for developer. Figure 5 describes three stages of marker recognition process. It is start with process image conversion, compute feature point and end with identification process.
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4. LEARNABILITY TESTING

The electrochemical signal in human’s brain is produced and processed when we see through the vision sensor. These signals are known as brainwaves. With the rhythmic characteristic made it possible to be measured using electroencephalography (EEG) [22]. Brainwaves are always present as a variety of sinusoidal EEG activity, changing when mental and physical state of subject changes [10]. The brain waves spectrums are divided into specific frequencies range. EEG enables non-invasive observation of electrical processes inside cerebral cortex, which is believed to be responsible for our individual thoughts, emotions and behaviors [11]. Besides, EEG also able to capture and monitor the changes of emotions based on one’s brainwaves pattern [23]. Furthermore, [24] explain that the central nervous system’s activity initiated by information processing can be measured by EEG. Therefore, the level of learnability could be identified
using EEG [23], [25] while learning Jawi using the mobile application. The testing undergoes by observation techniques based on user learnability using the AR Jawi mobile application. The testing was done by observation, shown in Figure 6, which involves studying users with a little control of user’s activities and analysis using the EEG, involving 12 respondents age 5 and 6 years old from Tadika Pusat Minda Lestari (PML), UMS.

Figure 6. Observation on AR Jawi application testing on user acceptance to learn the functions of the mobile application using EEG

Table 1 shows the EEG device score for PML pre-school students. The score of the EEG device for less than 5 minutes indicate that almost 55.6% of effectiveness in children was taken from 3 children only. This then shows a slight decrease to 46.5% when the period is more than 5 minutes, were taken from 9 children. The result followed the prediction of the result in phase one where the effectiveness in learning will be decreasing to time. Even though, the level of high percentage of effectiveness reaches more than 55.6% which shows that the mobile learning application in this area was rather effective.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minute</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;5 mins</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2:56</td>
<td>4:20</td>
<td>3:44</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>77.7</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5 mins</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5:27</td>
<td>9:25</td>
<td>6:56</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CONCLUSION

“Augmented Reality for Jawi Alphabets” is suitable to use among kids to gain knowledge and information and learn about Jawi. It is user friendly since it is easy to use by kids and adults. The user only needs to scan at the Jawi alphabet marker then the words will appear on the screen. Besides, it also can be an indoor activity for a family to gain knowledge and do the interactive learning. Therefore, this kind of learning will encourage the children to become more excited to learn Jawi. This project has a potential to grow more in the future. Other learning features can be added in this project such as learning how to write Jawi alphabets, learn to read Jawi in long sentences for example in one paragraph. Based on the result, the evaluation of learn ability conducted, using mobile augmented reality application able to assist and attract the kids to learn Jawi.
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